Oft Target
Tor adversary models that don’t miss the mark
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INTRODUCTION

The adversaries in published onion-routing and Tor research differ, to varying extents, from the adversaries against
whom Tor was primarily designed to protect users.
Those published analyses have introduced and evaluated
significant, often realistic, attack tactics, which have sometimes led to useful improvements to Tor’s protocols and design. The adversary strategies reflected in existing work,
however, generally do not serve the sensitive users that motivated Tor’s design [7] and still constitute most of the examples of the types of users that Tor serves [8].
Tor is a network for traffic security of Internet communications [1] with millions of users [9]. Most Tor users are
unlikely to be of specific interest to an adversary; they are
primarily protected by Tor against opportunistic local eavesdroppers and local censors or against hostile destinations.
Deanonymizing adversaries are generally modeled as attempting to attack as many connections as possible rather than
targeting particular users or groups. But Tor is also explicitly intended to protect human rights workers, law enforcement, military, journalists, and others [8] who may face
large, well-financed, and determined adversaries. More to
the point, while some of these adversaries may try to hoover
up whatever they can, some are interested in specific individuals or groups of Tor users, possibly based on offline or
out-of-band reasons. An adversary whose interest is directed
primarily or more fervently at particular users may employ
different strategies. And, if Tor’s design decisions are motivated by analyses ignoring such adversaries, those most in
need of Tor’s protections may be the least well served.
The adversaries we will describe in our talk are just such
targeting adversaries. These need not differ at all from previously studied adversaries in terms of their capabilities or
resource endowment, though they might. They differ primarily in their goals and strategies. As an example, consider
a targeting adversary, Tom, who has compromised a particular user of interest, Alice, and observed her connecting to
Bob, an interesting and unusual .onion website (essentially
a website reachable only over Tor). Tom may wish to target
other users of that site. He might also be particularly interested to learn which are the most active site users or how
popular the site is in general.
Most research on security for widely-used systems follows
the paradigm of assuming hoovering adversaries. Nonetheless, targeting has been shown to sometimes be much more
effective than hoovering. For example, password guessing
that is targeted based on knowledge about the intended victim has been shown to be more effective than hoovering

in analyses of real data based on leaked datasets of passwords, and typically much more than twice as effective for
security-savvy users [10]. And, NIST authentication guidelines, which had been created in consideration of hoovering
strategies, were quickly modified in light of these analyses.
We will discuss targeting-strategy attacks for two example scenarios: a cabal meeting regularly on a private IRC
channel, and regular visitors to a particular .onion website,
such as mentioned above.
So far, we only have analytic rather than empirical results
for these attacks, albeit based on empirical data concerning
public Tor network composition and usage [2]. These show
similar huge improvements in effectiveness versus hoovering,
in fact much larger improvements than found in the password security analyses of targeting-strategy attacks. We
will further argue that our adversary strategies are more realistic from a psychological and organizational resource and
policy perspective than are the hoovering attack strategies
typically considered.

2.

TARGETING AN IRC CABAL

Suppose there is a cabal—a group of users wishing to conceal its activities, membership, and other properties—that
meets regularly via a private IRC channel. Assume all of the
cabal members access the IRC server exclusively via Tor.
A targeting adversary, Tom, might have seen mention of
this cabal by a member, Alice, in another context, or might
have targeted her for other reasons and become curious when
he observed an over-Tor connection between her and an IRC
server. Hoovering-strategy Tor-security analyses have focused on end-to-end correlating adversaries who try to compromise as many connections as possible. For an adversary
comprising Tor relays, the best place for this is at the entry
and exit relays; middles are largely useless. But a targeting
adversary could be effective by starting with middle relays.
Assume Tom is able to see whenever Alice is making an IRC
connection to this service—e.g., if he has already compromised her guard or ISP and the IRC-server’s ISP—and that
he can correlate and match any, say, hour-long IRC meeting
whenever its traffic goes through a relay he owns. Then, by
observing from a moderate fraction of middle relays, Tom
can both approximate the size of the cabal (which might
be important in evaluating its importance) and identify the
guards of other cabal members.
In our talk, we will compare the success of this targeting strategy to a published analysis by Johnson et al. of a
hoovering adversary [3]. They set out as a behavioral user
type an IRC user, who, 27 times a day, creates the same

single IRC sessions to the same server. In our specific usage
scenario, the non-targeting adversary would reduce its median time to compromise by roughly 20% over their results.
By contrast, the targeting adversary we consider will be one
or two orders of magnitude more successful. For a 10–20
member cabal and comparable fraction of relay bandwidth
(allocated to optimize each adversary model’s performance),
our targeting adversary will have a good idea of cabal size
and will identify the guards of nearly all cabal members in
under 4 days (100 meetings). The analogous adversary of
Johnson et al. will require about 10 times as long to get
a much rougher idea of cabal size and will have identified
guards for roughly half of the cabal. To match the performance of the targeting adversary, the non-targeting adversary will take 40–50 times as long (150–200 days compared
to under a week). We give details in a related preprint [2].
Note that even if Tom has already compromised a session
from Alice and been able to observe all content and usernames for that session, the targeting strategy will remain
quite useful. Though he will already know cabal size automatically, after about a week of IRC usage he will also have
a good sense of cabal guards, and client send-receive activity
per cabal guard (which may indicate cabal leaders and will
indicate which members send the most).
Once guards are identified, a moderately-resourced targeting adversary can bring additional capabilities to bear
in bridging guard to locate clients, but need do so only for
guards of those clients discovered to be worth locating. He
might, e.g., compromise a guard or its ISP, or coerce or extort operators or owners of either (legally, physically, etc.).
Or he might use network-level attacks—e.g., over 90% of Tor
relays are vulnerable to easy-to-mount BGP prefix hijacks
that would reveal client IPs, given identified guards [6].

3.

PICKING RIPE ONIONS

The set of users of a particular site may be similar to a
cabal communicating via IRC. While they may not hold
simultaneous meetings or even see themselves as a group,
an adversary may target them because they are users of
that site. A site may be interesting for exogenous reasons,
e.g., because of a public mention of it or its presence in the
browser bookmarks of a previously compromised target.
Our analysis [2] essentially applies to Tor users visiting
many ordinary Internet sites, but we focus on onionsites,
particularly hidden web services. These were designed to
hide many features typically visible for ordinary websites.
They have also had recent design changes specifically intended to make it harder for an adversary to discover a site’s
.onion address, popularity [5], or network location [4].
As observed, discovering site popularity may be an adversary goal or may be a criterion for deciding to target a site.
We will note variants of the techniques for IRC cabals that
can be used to measure onionsite popularity at the client
end, regardless of whether onionsite guards can be compromised or even identified. These also show which users are
the most active and show distribution of site activity in general. We will also note from our analysis capture-recapture
techniques we introduce from population ecology to estimate
the number of clients visiting a site n or more times.

4.

SUMMARY
We will describe targeting adversaries in general and an-

alyze some examples: targeting an IRC cabal and targeting
frequent users of a particular onionsite.
We will also discuss psychological and organizational incentives and justifications for deployment of attacks: Shortduration and focused attacks that also give both intermediate feedback on success and further-action decision points
are more psychologically and organizationally justifiable than
are unfocused strategies with a much longer timeline for both
similar-probability success and feedback about it. Even an
adversary with generally hoovering goals would be foolish
not to add targeting strategies when hoovering uncovers targets. While both have a place and may be in operation together, targeting adversaries have been overlooked despite
being much more quickly and fully successful against vulnerable Tor users than are attacks by comparably resourced
hoovering-strategy adversaries that have driven analysis and
design to date.
Finally, we will discuss some countermeasures to targeting attacks: layered guards, randomized guard-set size and
duration, leveraging trust diversity, and standardized templates for onion-service traffic.
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